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ABSTRACT. The mathema tical th eory of heat conduction is applied to the ana lys is of ice segregation 
processes in so il. A diffusion equatio n is fi rst employed fo r the fl ow of so il m o isture. Two new qua n tities, the 
ra te of ice segregation , u, a nd the segregation effi ciency, E, are introduced. The first is the ra te of ice growth 
measured as m ass p er a rea per time. The la tter is d efin ed as E = uL / (K , aT ,/ax - K , aT ,/ax), w here L 
is the la ten t heat of fusion of ice, T, a nd K, are the temperature and thermal conductivity of frozen soil, 
a nd T , a nd K , a re the tempera ture a nd thermal conducti vity of unfrozen soil. Three types of so il freez ing 
can be classified in terms of E: freez ing of non-fros t-susceptible soil (E = 0), perfect segregation (E = 1) 
a nd imperfect segregation (0 < E < 1). Fina lly, the mathema ti cal bounda ry conditions a t a n a d vancing 
frost line are ob tained in freez ing , fros t-susceptible so il (E #- 0). T wo pa ra m eters related to the structure 
of so il a re pointed out, which seem to be valid crit eri a of frost susceptibili ty. The amount of fros t-heaving 
is deri ved u nder sp ecia l cond itions. 

R ESUME. Etudes thioriqlles de segregation de glace dans les sols. La theori e mathematique de conduction 
calorifique est a ppliquee it l'ana lyse de processus de segregation de glace dans les sols. U ne equa tion de 
d iffusion est d 'abord employee pour l'ecoulemen t de l'humidite des so ls . Les no uve lles qua ntites, la vitesse de 
segregation d e la g lace u, et l'efIi c ience de segregation E, sont introdui tes . La premiere es t la vitesse de 
croissance d e la g lace mesuree en masse pa r surface par temps. L a derniere es t d efini e pa r 
E = uL /( K, aT ,/ ax - K , aT , /ax), ou L est la chaleur la tente d e fusion de la g lace, T, et K , sont la tempera
ture et la conducti vite thermiq ue du sol geie, T , et K, la temperature et la conductivite thermique du sol 
non gele. En utilisant E, trois types de gel du sol peuvent se distinguer: ge l de sol non suscep tible a u ge l 
(E = 0), segrega tion parfa ite (E = 1) e t segregation impa rfa ite (0 < E < 1) . Fina lement les cond itions 
math6natiques a ux Iimites et la lig ne d e gel en progression sont obtenues po ur un so l susceptible a u gel en 
tra in de gele r (E #- 0). Deux para metres en relation avec la structure d u sol sont mis en valeur ; ils 
semblent constituer d es cri teres va lid es pour la susceptibilite a u ge l. La valeur du soulevement dtl a u gel en 
est derivee da ns d es conditions sp ec ia les. 

ZUSAMMEN FASSUNG . T heoretisclze Untersllclllillg der Eisabsondenmg im B oden . Di e mathema tische Theorie der 
vVa rmeleitung w ird a ul" di e Ana lyse von Eisabsonderungsprozessen im Bod en a ngewand t. Zuerst w ird eine 
Diffusionsgleichung fur den Fluss d er Bodenfeuchtigkeit a ngese tzt. Zwei neue G riissen, na mlich di e Geschwin
digkeit der E isabsonderung u und d er Absonderungsgrad E , werden eingefuhr t. Di e erSle istdie Geschwindigkeit 
des E iswachstums, gemessen in lVIasse pro Flach e und Zeit. Di e zweite ist defini ert durch 
E = uL /( K , a T, /ax - K , a T , /ax) , w obei L die la tente W a rme des Schmelzens von Eis, T , und K, die 
T empera tur und die Wa rmeleitzahl von gefrorenem Boden , T, und K, die entsprechenden W erte fu r 
ungefro renen Bod en bedeuten . Mit Hilfe von E kiinn en drei T ypen von Bodenl"rost unterschied en werden: 
Gefrieren von nicht-frostempfa nglichem Boden (E = 0), vo llkommene Absonderung (E = 1) und 
unvollkommene A bsonderung (0 < E < 1). Schliessli ch werden die ma th em a tischen Grenzbeding ungen 
fur eine vorruckende Fros tlinie in gefr ierendem, frostempfanglichem Bod en (E i' 0) hergeleitet. Zwei 
Parameter fur die Bodenslruktur, die w irksame Kriteri en fur die Fros tempfa nglichkeit zu se in scheinen, 
werden hera usgestellt. Das Ausmass d er Frosthebung wird unter bes timmten Bedingungen ermittelt. 

I NTRODUCTIO N 

The first m a thematical investigation of ice segregation was reported by Fujiwhara ( 19'24), 
who suggested that ice segregation is a heat-conduction problem when particular boundary 
conditions exist a t a stationary frost line. Ruckli (1950) and R edozubov (196'2) r eported 
theoretica l investigations based on the mathematical theory of heat conduction. However, 
they did not use reasonable boundary conditions for the flow of hea t or of soil moisture. 

This paper gives an account of an attempt to study the various factors related to the process 
of ice segregation from a unified viewpoint which is based on the m a thematical theory of h eat 
conduction. This method involves the conditions of soil-moisture flow at a frost line. In the 
following it is assumed that the problem is one of unidirectional h eat conduction. 

PERFECT ICE SEGREGATION 

There is a great deal of literature which proves the applicability of a diffusion equation 
for the flow of soil moisture (Macey, 1940 ; Staple and Lehane, r 954 ; Klute and others, 1956 ; 
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Gardner and Hillel, 1962) . In this paper the following equation is used for the flow of moisture 
in soil: 

oM = ~(D OM) 
ot ox ox' 

(I) 

where M = moisture content in g. /cm. 3, t = time, x = coordinate, and D = diffusion 
coefficient. 

Next, we introduce a physical quantity to specify the process of ice segregation. This is 
called the "ice segregation rate" in dimensions of mass per unit area per unit time. In the 
growth of segregated ice in the ground the equations of continuity of water flow and of heat 
flow at a stationary frost line are as follows: 

a = D oM (2) 
ox 

and 
oT, oT z 

K, Tx = Kz ox + aL, (3) 

where a = ice segregation rate, K, = thermal conductivity of ice, Kz = thermal conductivity 
of unfrozen soil, Tr = temperature of ice, Tz = temperature of soil, and L = latent heat 
of fusion of ice. 

The parameter a may be eliminated from these equations, giving 

K oT, _ K oTz L oM 
I ox - Z ox + D ox· 

Equation (4) is a continuity equation and, at the same time, a heat balance equation. 
With regard to the freezing temperature of the soil, there is also another boundary 

condition: 
TI = T z. (5) 

There are many observations which confirm that the temperature of soil freezing is not equal 
to the ice point, but it depends on the moisture content as well as the soil structure (Bouyoucos, 
1921 ; Beskow, [1935]; Higashi, 1958). The new boundary condition can be expressed by the 
equation 

TI = T z = J ( lVI), (6) 

whereJ( M ) is a function of the moisture content, M. There has been no detailed experimental 
observation of the function J( M ). However, it is very likely that the freezing-temperature 
curves for different types of soils, as measured by Beskow ([1935] ), give a fairly good estimate 
ofJ(lVI ). It should be noted that the functionJ( M) implicitly involves the effects of the soil 
structure. From a thermodynamic point of view, the hydrostatic pressure of the soil moisture 
is also involved as a variable in equation (6) . Equations (4) and (6) state the necessary 
boundary conditions for ice segregation where a frost line is fixed in position. This is called 
perfect segregation. 

IMPERFECT SEGREGATION 

When a frost line moves through the soil and ice segregation occurs at the same time, the 
process is called imperfect segregation. In this case, the heat-balance equation at an advancing 
frost line is, from a macroscopic point of view, 

KI oT I - Kz oT , = aL+ LM dX, (7) 
ox ox dt 

where KI = thermal conductivity of frozen soil, Kz = thermal conductivity of unfrozen 
soil, TI = temperature of frozen soil, T, = temperature of unfrozen soil, a = ice segrega-
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tion rate, L = latent heat of fusion of ice, M = moisture content in g. /cm. 3, and dX/dt = rate 
of penetration of the frost line. 

Again, the equation of continuity in this case is 

aNI 
u = D Tx. (8) 

Th e other boundary condition must again be assumed: 

T, = T. =J( M). 
The three boundary conditions given in equations (6), (7) and (8) are all useful in solving 
the present problem but there is still an unknown parameter, u. In order to eliminate u, it is 
necessary to introduce a new concept of segregation efficiency, E, which is d efined as follows: 

E = uL (/K, aT, -K2 aT.). (9) 
ox ox 

Using equation (9) , the following equations can be derived from equations (7) and (8) : 

K, oT , - K, aT. _ LM dX 
ox ox I - E dt (10) 

and ~(K' aT, - K, aT, ) = D aM. (11 ) 
L ox - ox ox 

These a re equations of h eat balance (equa tion (10)) and continuity of water flow (equation 
(11 )) . When E is known, equations (10), ( I I) and (6) provide the necessary boundary 
conditions for imperfect segregation. 

SEGREGATION EFFICIENCY 

Segregation efficiency is introduced above without thorough examination. Although the 
elimination of the unknown parameter, u , in equa tions (7) and (8) has been d one primarily for 
mathematical convenience, its original definition in equa tion (9) has r easonable physical 
meaning. 

Early in 1929 Taber (1929) reported that "the chieffac tors controlling ice segregation and 
excessive heaving a re : size of soil particle, amount of water available, size and percentage of 
voids, and ra te of cooling". Taber's results have been confirmed by m a ny investigators 
(Beskow, [1 935]; Penner, 1960). H owever, it has been impossible to obtain positive mathe
matical definition of those controlling factors. It is reasonable to assume that two physical 
quantities a re directly related to ice segregation: the ice-segregation rate and the segregation 
effici ency. As has been shown in the previous section , the first quantity is eliminated when 
perfect segregation OCCUl"S. With regard to the latter quantity, the following relationship is 
assumed from Taber's experimenta l results: 

where F is a function of the moisture content, iV!, and the difference of the heat flow 
(K r oYr /ox - K 2 oT2 /ox) a t a frost line. This equation must be determined empirically and 
therefore the function F includes all of the parameters related to the structure of the 
individual soil. 

In general, when segregation efficiency is used, macroscopic freezing processes can be 
classified into three types: freezing of non-frost-susceptible soil (E = 0), p erfect segregation 
(E = T) and imperfect segregation (0 < E < I). For each of these three types, there is a 
pa rticula r set of boundary conditions. To select these boundary conditions, it is first necessary 
to find the numerical value of E. If the ice-segregation rate is used first instead of segrega tion 
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efficiency, the selection of boundary conditions is impossible, because specifying the ice
segregation rate does not discriminate between perfect and imperfect segregation. 

Preliminary determination of a numerical value for E is possible when the initial frost line is 
located between frozen and unfrozen soil. H owever, when a frost line is located at the surface 
of soil which is exposed to cold air, an additional condition is necessary to d etermine the 
segregation effi ciency. This particular condition is the rate of heat loss, Q, at the surface. 

Then, K1 33:
1 

in equation ( 12) should be replaced by Q. In the classical problems studied 

by Stefan and Neumann (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 282- 96), there is no such additional 
initial condition. This is a particular characteristic of the present problem , the freezing of 
frost-susceptible soil. 

The numerical value of E in freezing soil varies with time. Therefore, in the calculations 
the segregation efficiency E should be recognized as an additional variabl e to the tempera
ture, T, and T z, and the moisture conten t, M . 

M OVING BOUNDARIES 

When a frost line penetrates into frost-susceptible soil, there are two moving boundaries 
that should be taken into consideration : the frost line and the upper surface of the frozen soil 
which is exposed to the air. The upward movement of the la tter is called frost-heaving. 
Under natural conditions the rate of frost-h eaving is usually not larger than the rate of frost 
penetration, over comparatively long periods of time. However, under la boratory conditions 
it is not unusual for the rate of frost-heaving to exceed the rate of frost penetration over short 
periods of time in extrem ely frost-susceptible soil. 

Higashi (1958) and Penner (1960) reported experimental results concerning the relation 
between the rate of h eaving and the rate of frost penetration. P enner (1960) stated in his paper 
that " The findings by Higashi are in complete contradic tion to results obtained by all other 
research workers to date." However, it seems very reasonable that there is in general no definite 
rela tionship between these two quantities. This point of view can be verified by Ono's (1960) 
experimental work on which h e reported as follows: 

" The difficulty encountered in the experiment intended to observe the preventive 
effect of a substance against frost-heaving is the freezing of the sample to the walls of the 
container, since in case it ha ppens, the frost-heaving will be restrained owing to large 
friction, so that one is likely to mistake the restraint for the preventive action of the 
substance in question. With the intention of reducing the fri ction, we tried to line the box 
with tefton, polyethylen e, or aluminium film and in some cases used a box made of glass 
or vinyl plastic in place of a wooden one, but they all proved to have very little effect. 
With these boxes no frost-heaving but only 'frost-depression', as we may call it, was 
observed. " 

Experimental work reported by Corte (1962) and Uhlmann and others (1964) suggests 
that the rate of segregation is the fundamental physical quantity which specifies the process of 
segregation, but quantities such as the rate of frost-heaving or the displacement of the whole 
body of the frozen part cannot be defined. 

Under particular conditions, however, it may be reasonable to assume the following 
relation between the rate of frost-heaving and the rate of ice segregation: 

dh a 

dt = ~' 

where dh jdt = frost-heaving rate, a = ice-segregation rate, and Pi = density of ice. 
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From equations (8) a nd (13), the total amount of frost-heaving can then be expressed by 
the following equation: 

t 

h = - D- dt. I J ( 01\11) 
Pi OX x _ X 

Because of the assumptions, equation ( 14) shows the m aximum amount of frost-heaving 
under given conditions. 

RHYT HMIC BAN DING 

One significant approximation made in the previous equations concerns the moisture 
content, M, on the right-hand sides of equations (7) and (10). These two equations imply 
that all the moisture freezes when a fros t line passes over. But this is not correct, because 
experimental observation on unfrozen soil moisture in appa rently frozen soil has been reported 
(Bouyoucos, 1921 ; Beskow, [1 935] ). Therefore, it is reasona ble to replace M by My, where y 
is less than unity. At present it is not easy to d etermine a d efinite relationship between y and 
the other variables . Corresponding to the introduction of y, it may be expected tha t there is a 
gradual liberation of latent heat of unfrozen soil moisture in frozen soil above the advancing 
frost line. If these two factors are satisfactorily taken into a ccount by the equa tions (which 
may be recognized as a second-order approxima tion), the specia l phenomenon of " rhythmic 
banding" (Taber, 1930) can be understood by a ma thematical analysis. 

FROST S USCE P T IBILITY 

It has been suggested in the previous section that in equations (6) and (12) there are 
pa rticular parameters rela ted to physica l properties of soil or the structure of soil. From the 
present macroscopic point of view, it is impossible to identify precisely the important soil
structure parameters. However , there a re various kinds of substances other than soil which 
manifest ice segregation (H a rdy, 1926 ; Mora n, 1926 ; Asahina, 1956) . The pa rameters 
referred to above may be very useful , because they can a lso be applied to the other substa nces 
as well as to soil. 

DISCUSSION AN D CONCL USIO N 

The formula tions described are la rgely independent of recent works on frost-heaving, in 
which ra te of frost-heaving is recognized as the fund am enta l quanti ty to be examined. A t 
present it is evident that two quanti ties, ( I) the rate of ice segregation a nd (2) the segregation 
effi ciency, are fundamenta lly importa nt fo r understa nding the processes of ice segregation. 
U p to the presen t time, no attempt has been m a de to use these two quantities in both experi
mental a nd theoretical investigations. It therefore seems d esira ble to verify these boundary 
conditions by future experiments. 

In the present treatment, no pa rticula r m echanism for ice segregation need be assumed 
in order to d etermine the ra te of ice segregation . H owever , it will be necessary to examine the 
segrega tion efficiency from a microscopic point of view. R ecent work reported by U hlmann 
and others (1964) may be recognized as the first a ttempt based on the microscopic approach, 
when segregation efficiency is assumed to be unity. 

F rost-susceptibility criteria and depth of frost penetration a re two importa nt problem s 
which have been investigated for ma ny years as separa te topics (Linell , 1960) . H owever, the 
present formula tion shows tha t they can be examined in terms of the same physical principles; 
in fact, they a re insepara ble . 

A1S. received 5 M arch I965 and in revised f orm 2 June I965 
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